















On the speech verb “vá ( )” and “kòng ( ) ” in the Hakka language: With 
special reference to Conversations chinoises prises sur le vif avec notes 





This paper presents a tentative study of the distribution of the speech verb  “vá ( )” and “kòng ( )” in 
Hakka language. This paper collects and counts the examples of the speech verb “kòng ( )” appearing in 
the Conversations chinoises prises sur le vif avec notes grammaticales: Langage Hac-Ka. Vol.1-2  which 
is a Hakka conversation text compiled and published by French missionary Charles Rey in 1937  and 
compares it with the other speech verb  “vá ( )". This paper points out that (1) “kòng ( ) ” has a wider 
range of usage as a verb than “vá ( ) ” but (2) its quotative usage is less frequent than that of the verb 
“vá ( ) ”. This fact suggests why “kòng ( )” is used as a main speech verb in modern Hakka language and 




1 a. ia42   ke55 sii55 kong42  het32  e42. 
KONG ASP
b.  ia42 ke55 sii55 va55 het32 e42. 
VA ASP
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(2) a33kung33    kong42   va55  ia42ke55  han11  he55 fan33su11  kuang42  
KONG VA COP
(3) ngai11  ti33   va55  ia42 ke55  t’ung33si33 he55  ma42ke55   
VA COP
[ ]
2018: 721 (2)(3) va55
19 20
1937
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STAGE I : Quotative construction Initial stage
Syntactic configuration: NP subject (PP addressee) V quotative: [QUOTATION] 
 
STAGE II : Semi-complementizer in V2 position of a serial verb construction with quotative 
function (Bridging context   
Syntactic configuration:  
NP subject V1 (X) V2 [Semi-complementizer/Quotative]: [QUOTATION]  
V1 = speech act  
X = DO  discourse particle  aspect marker  PP  pause  adverb  
 
STAGE III: Complementizer Stage with cognition verbs Switch context   
Syntactic configuration: NP subject … V1-COMPLEMENTIZER[CLAUSE] 
  V1 = speech act; cognition and perception 
 
STAGE IV and onwards: Broadening in scope of verbs taking the complementizer 
  V1 = speech act; cognition and perception emotion and stative verbs 
 
STAGE V: Onset of conventionalization of the complementizer usage  









  Chappell 2008 65 3 4
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  p  p’ [ph]  t  t’ [th]  k  k’ [kh]  ts[ts ~ t ]  ts’ [tsh ~ t h], m  n ng [ ]  
l  f  s[s ~ ]  h  v ts, ts’, s  i  
  a  o  e  i  ii[ ]  u      33  11  42  55  2  51 
3 ASP CL COP KONG
LNK  Q VA
4  
5 Dire, parler, raconter, expliquer, récit, explication. Disserter, discourir, discuter, délibérer. 
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Evaluation of physical functions of “Fitness Exercises for the Older Adult” participants
Yuka TANIGUCHI  Mikiko ARITA 
Abstract 
Purpose: This study aimed to evaluate the physical functions of the older adult participants in “Fitness Exercises for 
the Older Adults”. Participants: Forty-four older adult participants in the “Fitness Exercises for the Older Adults”, for 
over a year and all were living independently. Methods: The physical functions were evaluated by the following 
measurements: grip strength, 30-second chair standing test (CS-30), standing on one leg with eyes open, long sitting 
forward bending, and 5-m maximum walking. The data were analyzed by age, individual, and years of participation. 
Results: The analysis by age showed that the measurements of the CS-30 in 65-69 age group were slightly below the 
standard, but all other items were above standard. The analysis by individual showed that 18 of the 44 (40.9%) had 
some decline in physical functions, and by the length of participation showed that the longer the participation, the 
better the functions in grip strength and standing on one leg with eyes open, without significant differences. Discussion: 
Participants were judged to have physical functions commensurate with their age. However, some older adults living 
in their community without requiring long-term care show decreased physical functions. It is necessary to identify 
potentially frail older adults at an early stage to avoid long-term care as long as possible. For the profession, it is 
necessary to consider support for local health promotion, such as evaluations of physical function and provision of 
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